Effects of Traditional Beliefs Leading to Conservation of Water Monitor Lizards (Varanus salvator) and Threatened Marshlands in West Bengal, India
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Abstract.—Water Monitor Lizards (Varanus salvator spp.), though listed as Least Concern by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), are among the most heavily exploited reptiles in the world. In northern India, for instance, at its western most occurrences, several tribal communities hunt Water Monitor Lizards for leather and meat, which is often considered as a delicacy. In addition, the reptiles are also being chased as pests and the populations are affected by the loss and fragmentation of their natural habitats, which usually include aquatic environments such as marshlands, coasts, and rivers. Unlike the general situation in most of its wide distribution range, the village of Chak Manik, located in West Bengal, India, supports a relatively large population of Water Monitor Lizards, which can be rarely seen in the nearby areas. This case study explores the effects of traditional beliefs in the village, which are responsible for the maintenance of such a relatively large population of Water Monitor Lizards. At the same time, these beliefs positively affect the conservation of the habitat for the lizards, with a diverse accompanying flora and fauna. The special circumstances and the mutual benefits for both the villagers and the monitor lizards are discussed in the paper.
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INTRODUCTION

The cultural and traditional beliefs of communities play an important role in either conservation or exploitation of a species (Ormsby and Bhagwat 2010; Chakravorty et al. 2011; Uyeda et al. 2016). Probably, the earliest recorded use of monitor lizards (Squamata: Varanidae) in India is known to be 10,000y ago from Paleolithic cave paintings (Das 1989). Several traditional beliefs and uses are known to exist for generations of humans using monitor lizards in traditional Indian medicines (da Nóbrega Alves et al. 2008) and food delicacies (Das 1989; Chandi 2006). The tribal communities of North East India, for instance, believe that the consumption of the meat of Water Monitor Lizards can provide great strength and longevity to humans (Bhupathy et al. 2013).

Within India, Water Monitor Lizards (Varanus salvator), the second heaviest lizards in the world, are found in the northeast of India and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands (Koch et al. 2007). They are semi aquatic reptiles and prefer aquatic habitats like marsh lands and mangrove swamps (Vogel 1979; Gaulke and Horn 2004). Due to habitat fragmentation and overlap with human development, Water Monitor Lizards are also known to feed on human leftovers (Uyeda 2009), apart from natural prey items (Losos and Greene 1988; Traeholt 1993, 1994).

Apart from this minor trade aspect in the past in India, there could arise a new large-scale exploitation of these giant reptiles within the country through the illegal trade with the paired genitalia of monitor lizards declared as medical plant roots called *Hatha Jodi*, which means paired arms (Sharma et al. In press). According to this preliminary study by Sharma et al. (In press), the samples investigated derived from the Bengal Monitor Lizard (*V. bengalensis*), but also other Indian monitor lizard species such as *V. salvator* and *V. flavescens* could be affected by this new threat. Monitor lizard eggs also often are considered a delicacy (Das 1989) and the entire animal is also consumed in many parts of India (Borah and Prasad 2006; Chandi 2006). Oil obtained from the fat of the Water Monitor Lizards is used in the traditional treatment of blindness (Das 1989). The monitor skin is highly prized and constitutes a major part of the illegal reptile leather trade (Das 1989). Monitor flesh was sold openly in markets of Thakurpukur, south Kolkata, India, during the 1980s (Das 1989). Thakurpukur is about 20 km away from the study area. It can be assumed that during those times there was a fairly high density of the Water Monitor Lizards, which are now confined to some of the villages (Shreya Bhattacharya, pers. obs.).

Unlike the general situation across India where wetlands are being encroached upon and converted for various purposes, some of which include agricultural conversion, direct deforestation, and hydrologic alteration (Foote et al. 1996), the marsh lands of Chak Manik (Fig. 1) have been abandoned for decades by the villagers due to several traditional beliefs. These beliefs not only resulted in the conservation of the rich marshes but also supported diverse populations of wetland species such as the Water Monitor Lizards in the region. Elsewhere, the influence of social taboos and traditional beliefs leading to the conservation of Water Monitor Lizards and other giant reptiles, such as Reticulated Pythons (*Malayopython reticulatus*), has been studied on Tinjil Island, Indonesia (Uyeda et al. 2016). Therefore, the main objectives of this study were to understand the special situation in the village Chak Manik, which supports a relatively large and consistent population of Water Monitor Lizards that is otherwise rarely observed in other villages in India, and to understand how the traditional beliefs help to protect the species and its habitat and lastly to comprehend the mutual benefits of the co-occurrence between varanids and the local villagers.

![Figure 1](https://example.com/image1.png)
Study site.—We conducted this case study in the small village called Chak Manik about 20 km southwest of Calcutta in West Bengal, India (Fig. 1), where there is abundance of marshlands and Water Monitor Lizards. There exist around 20 segregated wetlands (which are often merged during the monsoon season) in the village, 12 of which have been abandoned by villagers due to various spiritual beliefs related with these marshlands (Fig. 2). The rest of the water bodies are used by the villagers for fishing and household purposes. Most of the wetlands are directly or indirectly connected to a main canal, which merges with the Hooghly River. These patches of wetlands support a diverse ecosystem found in the region. There are four commercial and several private poultry farms in the village. Poultry farming is one of the major occupations of the villagers, besides fishing. As the villagers use the main canal for their dumping ground, all the organic wastes including the poultry wastes are regularly disposed of in the main canal. Therefore, the main canal acts as an appropriate foraging ground for the Water Monitor Lizards in the village (Fig. 3).

Field study.—Between August 2015 and June 2016, we conducted a behavioral study of the Water Monitor Lizards in Chak Manik to understand the persistence limits of this suburban population. For this purpose we observed the reptiles in each of the isolated ponds surrounding the village at an interval of 15 min for a 6 h stretch per day. We used the feeding patterns and behavioral observations, such as sun basking and land and water movements as parameters for the study.

Interviews.—In addition, in November 2015, we randomly interviewed 50 people of various age groups of the village as part of an open ended semi-structured questionnaire (Barriball and While 1994) to understand the beliefs and traditional approaches of the villagers towards the abandoned marsh lands, the use of the canal, and their perceptions of the Water Monitor Lizards. The open-ended questionnaire used consisted of the following questions: (1) What is the general perception of the local villagers towards the Water Monitor Lizards? (2) Why are the marsh lands abandoned? (3) What are the traditional beliefs related to these marsh lands? (4) Are there any conflicts due to the presence of a relatively high density of Water Monitor Lizards in the village? (5) Are there any benefits that the local people receive from the varanids? (6) How do the villagers tend to co-exist with the monitor lizards? (7) Are there any poaching activities observed around the village? (8) Do the local people participate in bush meat hunting or poaching? (9) What are the future plans of the young generation related to the abandoned marsh lands? and (10) What are the perceptions regarding the conservation of the marsh lands and the Water Monitor Lizards in the near future (irrespective of the traditional beliefs and mutual benefits of the villagers)?

Results

Traditional beliefs in Chak Manik village.—The interviews revealed that village people have several cultural and traditional beliefs and taboos related to the marsh lands. In the area there is an ancient temple of Goddess Durga (Bagchi 2013), the local deity of the Hindu religion. According to the villagers, the land belonged to the Goddess, and the priests with their families lived in those lands. Several decades ago, one of the caretakers of the land was murdered and beheaded by some burglars, who came to loot the temple. The crime was performed in front of one of the ponds, which is now known as Yam Pukur (Yam refers to the Hindu God of death and Pukur refers to the pond). This history constitutes a major part of the cultural taboos in the region. Furthermore, the other lands and ponds enclosed within the boundary of Yam Pukur are also abandoned by the locals. They strongly believe that the marshes should be preserved to maintain the welfare of the village.

Behavior of the Water Monitor Lizards.—In general, the Water Monitor Lizards in the surroundings of Chak Manik village move freely from one water body to the other. They use burrows under the tree roots near the periphery of the abandoned marshlands for resting and are often sighted swimming across the weed infested ponds. It also turned out that individuals in the respective abandoned marshlands move to the main canal during the afternoon between 1400 and 1600 in search of food. Juvenile individuals were often seen feeding on small fishes and insects in ponds around the village.
A large number of dead hens are regularly thrown in the main canal by the poultry farmers while cleaning the enclosures. During this time of the day, around seven to eight Water Monitor Lizards on average gather around the main canal (Fig. 3). Large splashing sounds of water can be heard at this time due to intraspecific competition for the waste between the monitor lizards. Due to the regular availability of food and a secluded habitat, the population of the Water Monitor Lizards is relatively high. On average, four to five adult specimens were counted at a large pond, while juveniles usually hide due to cannibalism. The total population of lizards around the village is estimated at 50 to 80. From the behavioral observations, it was seen that the Water Monitor Lizards are rather shy reptiles that tend to avoid human interactions and inside the village they are only sporadically spotted one or two at a time. These reptiles regularly spend at least 1–2 h basking in the sun during both summer and winter. A large number of adult specimens move from their nesting ponds to the main canal during the afternoon. Frequent movements can be seen between land and water which form a composite habitat for these semi-aquatic reptiles. After feeding, they move slowly and return to their own burrows in the irrespective ponds. They usually return at sun set. During the dry periods of winter (November to January), they return between 1700 and 1730 and during summer and long stretches of humid monsoons (April to July) between 1730 and 1800.

Attitudes of local villagers towards the monitor lizards.—Based on interviews of villagers, 98% support the conservation of the marshlands. Only one person (i.e., 2%) believed that conversion of the abandoned marshlands for agricultural land or urbanization is necessary for the village. In addition, 96% were in favor of conservation of the Water Monitor Lizards, while only one person was against protecting them and another one chose not to comment. During the interviews, the villagers also claimed that they largely depend on the monitor lizards for cleaning the canal and thus reducing the potential spread of diseases. Apart from feeding on poultry wastes, the monitors also prey on snakes, which the local people are afraid of without distinguishing between harmless and venomous species. Thus, the villagers appreciate the presence of the Water Monitor Lizards and share a symbiotic relationship with them. There also have been a few reports, however, of conflicts between the monitors and fishermen, as fish is one of the main sources of food of Water Monitor Lizards, mainly for juveniles. The villagers often complained that their ducks, fish, and at times even puppies, are taken away by the monitor lizards. Nevertheless, they tolerate the large reptiles due to the above mentioned benefits they provide for the village.

**DISCUSSION**

The traditional beliefs and taboos of the villagers of Chak Manik play an important role in conserving the marshlands and the species diversity they support. They protect the water bodies because according to their traditional beliefs, these are important for the welfare of the village and its people. From these observations it becomes obvious that there is a close mutual link between the abandoned marshlands and the existence of a large population of monitor lizards. The presence of abandoned marshlands and the peaceful coexistence...
of the villagers and the Water Monitor Lizards in Chak Manik are a rare situation compared to its surrounding villages. The abandoned marshlands support an undisturbed complex wetland ecosystem amidst a suburban environment. These abandoned marshlands provide rather undisturbed natural habitats for the Water Monitor Lizards along with other wetland species found in the region. The villagers also play an important role in protecting the Water Monitor Lizards. Although being protected by Schedule one, part II of the Wildlife Protection Act of India, 1972 (offenses can result in imprisonments between three to seven years along with a minimum penalty fine of 10,000 INR), Water Monitor Lizards are subject to regular exploitation across the country for bush meat and illegal leather markets. We have been told that there were situations in the past when the villagers stood against poachers to protect the Water Monitor Lizards from being hunted. It is noteworthy in this respect that, when starting field work in the village, we were questioned about the purpose of our visit and we had to assure the people we would not harm the monitor lizards.

Our observations are similar to the situation on Tinjil Island, Indonesia (Uyeda et al. 2016). There, likewise due to spiritual beliefs and social taboos of the local people relating to the forest guardians, hunting of Water Monitor Lizards and Reticulated Pythons was absent for generations, which is otherwise practiced in other Indonesian islands where these giant reptiles are heavily exploited for their leather and as pets (Luxmoore and Groombridge 1990; Shine et al. 1996; Koch et al. 2013; Natusch et al. 2016). Few of the perceptions of the local villagers regarding Water Monitor Lizards of Southern West Bengal (Chatterjee and Bhattacharyya 2015) were similar to our observations. Three species of monitor lizards, Bengal Monitor Lizards (Varanus bengalensis), Yellow Monitor Lizards (Varanus flavescens), and Water Monitor Lizards occur at this site and there seems to be no spiritual taboos related that led to the abandonment of marshlands or the conservation of marshland and lizards (Chatterjee and Bhattacharyya 2015).

The major causes for the decline of the monitor lizard populations in southern West Bengal were because of (1) non availability of carcasses on which lizards can scavenge, (2) ponds are used for commercial pisciculture and other species, such as lizards, are not tolerated, and (3) loss of sheltering habitats such as groves of trees, bushes, and thickets around wetlands and crop fields due to expanding cropping and settlement areas within the last two decades (Chatterjee and Bhattacharyya 2015). Thus, in regard to the general situation across southern West Bengal, our case study of the Chak Manik village not only contradicts these rather general circumstances, but also supports a healthy, undisturbed (though human-influenced) wetland habitat along with a considerable large population of Water Monitor Lizards among several other diverse wetland species. Also, Water Monitor Lizards often visit the village houses in Chak Manik in search of food, but surprisingly, the villagers patiently wait for the monitors to leave instead of disturbing them or throwing stones as is usually observed in other places of India (Shreya Bhattacharya, pers. obs.). According to the villagers, who are generally scared of snakes, the Water Monitor Lizards play an important role in controlling the local snake populations. Hence, this can be considered as another reason for protecting them.

The marshlands of Chak Manik are the home of numerous species of birds, reptiles, and amphibians, next to countless invertebrates (Shreya Bhattacharya, pers. obs.). Besides the spiritual and cultural beliefs of the local people that lead to the conservation of these threatened marshlands, the existence of a considerable population of Water Monitor Lizards, on which the villagers largely depend for the waste management, are also solely dependent on these abandoned marshlands for their survival. Hence, if these marshlands were disturbed, then the whole ecological balance of the village would be disrupted. The strong co-existence and inter-dependence pattern of humans and monitor lizards in this village suggest that there are unusual local specific circumstances that can lead to conservation of natural sites and species diversity. Due to the global effect of modernization, in the near future, the traditional beliefs of the local people are bound to change and hence the marshlands and their diverse fauna and flora may face an uncertain future. Therefore, it is essential for the persistence of these environments that the younger generations of the village earn a deeper understanding of the ecological importance of the marshlands and their species diversity (Maltby 1991). Otherwise, conservation education programs might become necessary, but we hope that the traditional beliefs will be transferred from elder people to the younger ones, which are a key in the future conservation of these rich marshlands in West Bengal.
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